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$100mm revenue run-rate business with $200mm goal
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• Summary: We hosted investor calls with PTQ’s CEO and continue to see
a compelling investment case for essentially an undervalued
infrastructure company within healthcare at ~6x EBITDA. PTQ has a goal
to double its business in 3-5 years to $200mm through M&A but also
benefiting from favourable organic growth trends for home care. These
trends may benefit further from recent changes in Telehealth, where
PTQ can provide additional solutions to its patient base already in place.
Combined, we see PTQ as having a solid operator and at an inflection
point in both sales and market cap that should garner greater investor
interest. We highlight key observations below.
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• Goal to double business in 3-5 years: PTQ sales have increased from $70mm in 2018 to a $100mm run-rate business and
we forecast sales of $111mm in 2021. Our estimates are conservative on the prospect of doubling the business to
$200mm in 3-5 years but we see the goal as achievable. PTQ expects 20-25% EBITDA margins at $200mm in sales (~18%
margins currently). Some back of the envelope math could suggest an EV of $400mm+ if this goal is achieved.
• M&A a focus: PTQ has been acquisitive with 11 transactions and is seeking smaller companies with sales of $4mm$12mm and EBITDA margins of 5-10%. These target companies are generally under the radar of larger competitors and
lead to good acquisitions at fair prices. As a result, PTQ typically acquires at 5x EBITDA and 2.5x post synergies.
• COVID-19 and supply chain: COVID-19 has not materially impacted PTQ as an essential service, where demand has
actually seen an uptick for certain products, including oxygen systems. PTQ moved quickly to shore up inventory,
including home ventilator systems and does not see material near-term risk for the current growth forecasts.
• Takeout prospect: We believe that PTQ will become an acquisition target as scale continues to build higher with about 10
larger peers as potential acquirers. We also see the CEO’s prior exit of Patient Aids for $32mm in 2016 as indication of
another possible exit with PTQ ahead.
• Preliminary Q2 results: On April 29, PTQ released strong preliminary Q2 results (end March 31) that will be reported on
May 20th. PTQ expects $24.0mm-$24.3mm in sales and $4.7mm-$5.0mm in adj. EBITDA, along with $1.5mm-$1.7mm in
net income. The growth rate is ~10% YoY with 20% EBITDA margins at the mid-point. This speaks to the resilient nature of
PTQ’s business and infrastructure-like essential service, where COVID-19 has not materially impacted operations.
• Rating and valuation: PTQ trades at ~6x 2020 EBITDA, below a broad set of peers at 10x-12x EBITDA. We note that larger
but close peers to PTQ, AdaptHealth and Viemed, also trade higher at ~12x. In our view, PTQ is an undervalued stock. We
maintain our $2.00 target based on 10x 2021 EBITDA. BUY.
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